Do You Believe in Magic?

As health and science have entered the popular discourse in a greater way over the past several years, there has been an upsurge in scientific literature delivered in an accessible pop-culture format—science for the Everyman. If you will, this popularly among the books that have emerged from the lab to the NY Times bestseller list have been those about the way humans think and why. Over the last few years I have noticed a crescendo of what I will dub pop-scientific books out there about the brain and cognition. There have been books that incorporate What the Brain Does and how we make decisions in the blink of an eye (Noggle). I have seen books about how kids learn to develop (very slowly, I might add) and how the brains differ by gender (The Female Brain has been a big bestseller among the pop-culture molecled, with its 245 pages telling the tale of how a woman’s brain changes as she matures and how that affects her parenting, sexual, and partaking experiences. Perhaps none of you will be surprised to learn that the companion book, The Male Brain, is currently a bestseller.
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